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Chapter 2881: Fang Gan deduction apprentice 

"Humility is a virtue." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "We must always remember, we must be humble and low-key." 

Talking. 

He revoked the Nianfeng Space. 

"Well, Master Su!" 

Fang Gan smiled and nodded. 

"Fang Gan!" 

"You really want to worship Daoist Su Lang as a teacher!?" 

Le Zhengnan had seen Fang Gan's look and attitude a little humble before. 

At this time, I heard Fang Gan speak to Su Lang with a mouthful of Master Su, and suddenly asked in 

astonishment. 

In his opinion. 

Su Lang is indeed very extraordinary. He is definitely a powerhouse at the same level as himself and 

Fang. 

But this is a combination. 

If it were to discuss combat power alone, both of them would be real high-level powerhouses of the 

Nine Universes. 

But Su Lang needs to go all out and use a lot of hole cards to advance his combat power to a high level. 

It should be understood that this is a world where strength is king! 

"Friend Le Zhengnan!" 

"a man of his words!" 

"What's more, Master Su preached for me to solve the puzzles. There is already the truth of the master 

and apprentice. Now it is only confirmed." 

Fang Gan took a serious look at Le Zhengnan, then smiled and bowed his hand to Su Lang, "Say yes, 

Master Su!" 

Only he himself knows how difficult and obscure the difficulties are! 

In Fang Gan's heart. 

Su Lang was able to resolve all his difficulties and doubts in such a short time. 
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His true identity and strength are certainly not as simple as the surface! 

Only if he has reached the top level of the Nine Universes, and has been immersed at this level for a long 

time, can he be completely crushed in the attainments of the secret technique of the exercises! 

all in all. 

In Fang Gan's heart, Su Lang's image is mysterious and tall, far more than the appearance! 

He was even faintly in awe! 

therefore. 

He did not resist being a disciple in front of Su Lang. 

"Haha!" 

"To tell you the truth, it's a bit close to telling the truth about the master and apprentice." 

"Because I feel that I don't teach enough to call myself a teacher." 

"Fang Gan, if you really worship me as a teacher sincerely, I can accept you and teach you more 

unimaginable things!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "This is a major event, you should consider it carefully!" 

This statement came out. 

Fang Qian and Le Zhengnan's expressions became very serious. 

After all, apprenticeship is never a trifle! 

However, Fang Qian did not consider how long. 

After three breaths. 

"I would like to worship Senior Su Lang as a teacher!" 

Fang Gan's body was short, and he knelt down. 

"I ask you one last time." 

"We don't meet many times, so we don't know much about it." 

"You only know that I have a strong knowledge of my cultivation techniques and secret techniques, but I 

don't know the rest, such as identity background, personal connections, and so on." 

Su Lang stood up, looked down at Fang Gan, and said lightly, "Even so, do you have to apprentice?" 

"Yes!" 

Fang Qian's voice was sonorous and decisive, "Please accept me, Master Su!" 

"hiss--!" 

Le Zhengnan on the side took a breath. 



He really couldn't believe that a strong man like Fang Gan was still willing to apprentice a teacher! 

Especially, worship under Su Lang's door wall! 

Su Lang looked very, very young, and his combat power was not that strong! 

"Great." 

"In that case." 

"Then I will accept you as a disciple!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, but his heart blossomed with joy. 

Fang Gan is a high-level powerhouse in the Nine Universes. 

And it is the kind that is expected to be promoted to the top level of Jiuzhou! 

With this powerful thug, Infinity can definitely burst out even more terrifying power! 

"Thank you, Master!" 

Fang Gan knelt and bowed a salute, then knelt down again and poured tea, and respectfully offered it to 

Su Lang. 

Waiting for Su Lang to finish his tea cup. 

Fang Gan respectfully knocked Su Lang three times. 

‘Tsk tusk! ’ 

‘It’s so cool that the advanced powerhouses of the Nine Universes kowtow to me! ’ 

Su Lang looked at Fang Gan, who bowed his head respectfully, and showed a happy smile. 

After Fang Gan kowtowed, he raised his waist and looked at Su Lang respectfully and solemnly. 

"good very good!" 

"From now on, you are my disciple!" 

With a smile on his face, Su Lang stretched out his hand and showed a force of strength to support Fang 

Gan. 

"Yes! Master!" 

Fang Gan looked respectful and saluted, and immediately looked at Su Lang very much expectantly. 

Su Lang hasn't told him the answers to the previous difficulties! 

Chapter 2882: I'm really envious 

"Since you are my disciple." 

"Then I will definitely not treat you badly!" 
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"For the previous exercise problem, I will not only solve the puzzles for you, but also directly pass you 

more powerful secret techniques!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, with a kind smile on his face that looked at the junior. 

‘More powerful techniques! ’ 

‘Master Su knows about my exercises, but even so, he said that there are stronger exercises! ’ 

‘Sure enough, the true level of Master Su is higher than I thought. Even, I thought he was on the tenth 

floor, but he was actually on the 100th floor! ’ 

‘Before I was apprentice, I did have some gambling elements, now it seems that I’m right! ’ 

‘...’ 

A lot of thoughts flashed in Fang Qian's mind for a moment. 

"Yes, thank you Master!" 

Fang Gan bowed and saluted, and walked to Su Lang's side, standing solemnly, looking like a disciple 

waiting for his life. 

"Now, I will..." 

Su Lang was very satisfied that Fang Qian could bring in his new identity so quickly, and he was ready to 

instill the exercises into him immediately. 

But at this moment. 

"Su...Senior Su Lang!" 

Le Zhengnan called out suddenly. 

He originally wanted to call Daoist Su Lang. 

But now Fang Qian, who was his own generation, has become Su Lang's disciple, and his generation is 

instantly taller! 

In addition, Su Lang did have real talents, and even Fang Gan was willing to apprentice. 

and so. 

Le Zhengnan also changed his name in an instant, calling Su Lang his senior! 

"What's the matter with fellow Daoist Le Zhengnan?" 

Su Lang looked at Le Zhengnan and asked with a smile. 

"That one......" 

Le Zhengnan chuckled, "This time on the Tao, Fang Gan took the lead. The juniors haven't started here 

yet!" 

"Humph!" 



"You shameless man." 

"If you want my master to give you pointers, just say it clearly. If you dare to talk about the Dao, you are 

also worthy to talk with my master?" 

Fang Gan snorted and looked at Le Zhengnan with some playfulness. 

"..." 

Le Zhengnan was choked into speech, his expression was a bit complicated. 

Yes. 

The two came together to discuss the Tao, but in fact they came to ask for advice, and one of them even 

went directly to the teacher. 

When I set off, I never expected Su Lang to be so awesome. 

"Fang Gan." 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows suddenly and asked with a smile, "Where did you put the modesty I taught 

you before?" 

"Yes!" 

"Master taught me!" 

Fang Qian smiled and bent over Su Lang. 

"Ok." 

"Friend Le Zhengnan." 

"My new apprentice still has some doubts and didn't solve him." 

"Why don't you wait for a while, and I will talk to you later?" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and then said to Le Zhengnan. 

Fang Gan is his own disciple. 

That relationship is much closer than Le Zhengnan is coming. 

Now that Fang Gan’s problems have not been resolved, how could Su Lang run to help Le Zhengnan 

halfway? 

Even if you want to help, let him wait. 

Fang Gan couldn't help but feel happy after hearing Su Lang's words, and once again secretly 

worshipped the teacher and worshiped the right person. 

"Okay! Okay! No problem, the junior is rude here." 

Le Zhengnan nodded repeatedly, apologetic on his face. 



"Ok!" 

Su Lang nodded, then turned to look at Fang Gan, "Let's start now." 

"Yes!" 

Fang Gan took his command, and then glanced at Le Zhengnan, secretly saying that this guy wouldn't 

steal the teacher, right? 

at this time. 

Suddenly, a gray space came and pulled him in directly. 

It turned out that Su Lang once again expanded the Nianfeng Space. 

But this time, even the outside view was cut off, and no existence could perceive what was happening in 

the Nianfeng space. 

"Really..." 

Le Zhengnan looked at the gray space close at hand, but could no longer see through, and couldn't help 

but sigh in his heart, ‘I’m very envious...’ 

Nianfeng space. 

"sit down." 

"Don't be so formal." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, pointed to the opposite side of him, and then sat down cross-legged. 

"Yes!" 

Seeing this, Fang Gan immediately sat down. 

He leaned slightly, stretched his neck, waiting expectantly for Su Lang to speak. 

"in fact." 

"Those questions about you." 

"Not only did I solve them all, but I also completed the last step and created the exercises you want." 

Su Lang said lightly, as if talking about a trivial thing. 

But when these words fell in Fang Gan's ears, it was tantamount to shocking the ears, and directly 

blasted into his brain, leaving his mind and eyes blank! ! 

Chapter 2883: Jingxin tea can't control emotions anymore 

Frozen for a long time. 

He finally reacted, and his whole body trembled fiercely: "Wh...what! Master, are you telling the truth!!" 

Fang Gan is too unbelievable! 
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He couldn't believe his ears, and even felt that he was dreaming, otherwise he wouldn't be so dreamy! 

"of course it's true!" 

"This is the original exercise. I call it the "Eternal Breath Style". You can read it for yourself." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and threw the eternal flood-breathing technique to Fang Gan while waving his 

hands. 

Click! 

Fang's eyes widened and he hurriedly caught the original exercises, his whole body's attention was all 

attracted by the original exercises! 

Soon. 

He took a deep breath and probed his spiritual thoughts into the original exercise very nervously. 

The next moment. 

Numerous slightly familiar, but most of them are unfamiliar and difficult exercises and profound 

meanings rushed out, as if to wash his soul once! 

"Ah! This--!!!" 

"This is really the exercise I want to create in my dreams!" 

Fang Gan was trembling in surprise and trembling. 

He held the jade slip in his hand, like a greedy dry sponge, constantly absorbing water, and the whole 

person was completely wandering in the ocean of the profound meaning of the practice. 

The more he watched, the more excited he got. 

Because every detail in the exercise is what he wants. 

And it is more perfect and higher than he expected! ! 

"Such a technique!" 

"Once the training is successful, my combat power will definitely increase significantly, and even directly 

enter the top level of the Nine Universes!" 

"Great, great, today is really the luckiest day of my millions of years!!" 

Fang Qian murmured excitedly, his eyes condensed a bright divine light, and he bowed deeply to Su 

Lang. 

"Master!" 

"The disciple thanks Master for his grace!!" 

"But if there is any dispatch, the disciple will never refuse!!" 

"..." 



His excited voice trembled slightly, his eyes filled with admiration and gratitude. 

at the same time. 

In his mind, Su Lang's image became more and more tall and mysterious, and it was hard to guess! 

After all, solving those difficulties is a stage, and creating exercises is a deeper stage. 

But Su Lang created the exercises silently. 

The key is also condensed the original technique! 

This is more perfect than the exercises recorded on other media, and it is easier to understand and 

learn! 

"apprentice." 

"Control your emotions." 

Su Lang smiled and looked at Fang Gan, then poured a cup of tea for meditation and handed it over. 

"Yes, Master!" 

Fang Gan took the teacup with both hands and drank it, finally calming down. 

"Ok." 

"Now I want to tell you another thing, also about this technique." 

Su Lang poured himself a cup of tea, and took a sip. 

"What's the matter?" 

Fang Gan asked curiously. 

In his opinion, it would be a big deal to let Su Lang list them separately! 

"This exercise, "Eternal Flood Breath Style", I have finished practicing." 

Su Lang holding the teacup, said slowly. 

After creating the exercises. 

He used the ten-heart martial arts function to start training on the spot, and now he just finished the 

training! 

Su Lang said this. 

Fang Gan was stunned again, dumbfounded, as if he was hit by nine thunders on his head, and his whole 

body trembled fiercely! 

'what! ? ’ 

‘Master has finished practicing this exercise! ? ’ 

‘Eternal flood-breathing style, this is the top level technique of the Nine Universes! ’ 



‘This, this is incredible, is this true? I’m not dreaming! ? ’ 

‘Master is definitely not ranting, which means that the level of Master is definitely much higher than I 

think now! ’ 

‘Oh my God, what kind of boss did I worship as a master? I really have used up all my good luck in my 

life! ’ 

‘...’ 

Fang Qian felt as if countless active volcanoes were erupting at the same time, and his horror was hard 

to conceal. The cup of meditation tea he drank before couldn't be restrained! 

Chapter 2884: What kind of monster is Master? 

In his eyes. 

He is already a member of the ranks of super old monsters in the endless universe. 

But Su Lang, at this time, in his heart, is definitely the strongest group of people since the birth of the 

endless universe, and one of the oldest old monsters currently alive! 

Fang Gan is very sure. 

The one standing in front of him now must be a ‘clone’ of Su Lang, and his deity must be in a certain 

basic universe. 

Just when Fang Gan exclaimed wildly in his heart. 

"Why are you still so restless?" 

Su Lang waved his right hand, and a pill snapped. Threw it directly to Fang Gan's mouth. 

This is a pill of the Nine Universes Eternal Realm. It is specially used for concentration and calmness. Its 

quality is naturally perfect! 

therefore. 

Fang Gan instantly felt the incomparably strong rhyme of pill Taoism! 

Feeling this dan rhyme, he felt a little calm. 

But when he saw the level and quality of the pill, his eyes widened in a blink of an eye, and his eyes were 

about to fall out. 

"Master!" 

"This, this, this is the perfect pill for the Nine Universe Eternal Realm!" 

Fang Gan yelled in horror, completely unlike the demeanor that a Nine Eternal Power should have. 

But he couldn't help it, the pill that Su Lang gave was really scary! 

Fang Gan had seen the pill of the Nine Eternal Realm. 
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But those were all relatively low-quality pills, even the middle-grade nine-time eternal realm pills would 

be robbed of their heads. 

Fang Gan has never seen the ultimate nine-time eternal realm pill, let alone the perfect quality of the 

nine-time realm pill! 

"Although I cherish this pill, I have a lot of it." 

Su Lang said faintly, "You just have to eat it. After eating, the effect of the medicine will help you 

maintain a calmer state." 

"Yes, Master!" 

Fang Gan blinked, suppressing his unbelievable mood, and swallowed the pill in his mouth. 

Suddenly. 

The extremely pure and turbulent medicinal power rushed into his body and blended into every crystal 

wall universe. 

Gradually, his mentality eased, and he was no longer so shocked and hysterical. 

Of course, there is certainly no less joy. 

at this time. 

"in fact." 

"Creation of "Eternal Flood Breath Style" and practicing that technique are not the focus of my talk." 

Su Lang’s faint voice came again, "The point I want to talk about is 

——I can teach it directly to you, so that you can master it in an instant, and the proficiency is beyond 

the level of the founder! " 

This statement came out. 

Fang Gan suddenly pumped, because the strength of the medicine in his body and the sudden outburst 

of strong shocked emotions and bad clashes! 

‘Teach the exercise directly? The proficiency exceeds the level of the founder! ? ’ 

‘I... Am I really dreaming? How could there be such a thing in the world! ? ’ 

‘But, this is indeed true, my master, what kind of monster is it! ’ 

‘...’ 

Various thoughts flashed in Fang Qian's mind, but he was cleared by the power of the pill. 

then. 

He still looks quite calm on the surface! 

At this time. 



"apprentice." 

"This kind of instillation has no side effects on you." 

Su Lang's faint words continued to ring in the bamboo forest, "Now, I am ready to instill the exercises 

into you." 

"Yes, Master Master!!" 

Fang Qian knelt on his knees in front of Su Lang as he moved his body. 

"Ok." 

"Master, I am not very strong now." 

"During this time, you have to protect me." 

While talking, Su Lang covered Fang Gan's forehead with his hand. 

"Master, what are you talking about!" 

"If your deity is a horse, you will surely sweep the endless universe!" 

"Even you, this clone, is also a powerhouse at the advanced level of the Nine Universes, and can almost 

walk sideways in the endless universe!" 

"Of course, I will take care of Master's thoroughness, disciple! Never let Master be injured..." 

Fang Gan was covered by Su Lang's hands and kept talking, but suddenly stopped. 

Because Su Lang has activated the function of instilling exercises, he has begun to instill "Eternal Flood 

Breath Style"! 

Chapter 2885: I should tell you something 

Accompanied by the function activation. 

Numerous exercises and profound meanings appeared in Fang Gan's mind, and a large amount of 

profound meanings merged into his body. 

Almost instantly. 

He completely digested and absorbed the huge and incomparable information in the exercises and 

turned it into his own use, almost forming instinct! 

"All right." 

"how do you feel?" 

Su Lang retracted his hand and smiled faintly. 

He was not surprised that Fang Gan guessed that he was a super old monster. 

Because of the characteristics he showed, it was even more terrifying than those old monsters. 
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"I am I!" 

"Master! I have successfully mastered "The Eternal Breathing Style"!" 

"Hey, this familiar feeling is like having practiced for countless billions of years!" 

"Great, great, I feel that my combat power bottleneck has been greatly loosened!" 

"Master is here, please be worshipped by the disciple!!" 

Fang Gan was dumbfounded in surprise, obviously his fierce emotions could not be suppressed for a 

while even the pill. 

"Ok." 

"Just master it." 

"I still have many exercises here." 

"Some of them are more suitable for you, so just take this opportunity to pass them on to you." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and once again stretched out his hand to cover Fang Gan's forehead. 

"Yes!" 

"Thank you, Master!" 

Fang Gan wanted to bow before, but Su Lang held his forehead and couldn't do it anymore. 

At this time. 

It was also a large number of exercises and profound meanings that appeared in Fang Gan's mind out of 

thin air. 

In a blink of an eye. 

More than a dozen exercises have been instilled! 

Fang Gan's foundation is very special, so there are not many exercises suitable for him, plus the nine-

dimensional exercises, which is even less. 

Only with Su Lang's existence can he find more than a dozen exercises and instill in Fang Qian. 

now. 

Fang Qian directly mastered all the exercises. 

He was surprised to find that these exercises were incomparably compatible with him. 

The exercises complement each other, far from being as simple as the superposition of ordinary 

exercises! 

Fang Gan clearly felt that his combat power bottleneck had loosened again! ! 

"How?" 



Su Lang asked suddenly. 

"Very...very good!" 

"Master, Disciple feels that his combat power is about to reach the top level of the Nine Universes!" 

"As long as you go back and practice for a period of time and perfect the Crystal Wall Universe more, 

you will be able to successfully break through!" 

Fang Gan recovered, took a deep breath, and said while suppressing the ecstasy in his heart. 

He can't wait to practice immediately now. 

"That's good." 

"Now, the exercises are also instilled in you, and a higher level of combat power is just around the 

corner." 

With a smile on his face, Su Lang immediately changed his expression and said seriously, "I should tell 

you some things too!" 

Hear this. 

Looking at Su Lang's solemn expression again, Fang Gan's heart suddenly condensed and he calmed 

down completely. 

"Master, what do you want to tell me?" 

Fang Gan took a deep breath and realized that what Su Lang was about to talk about should be the 

secret of the ‘super old monster’ level! 

He guessed right. 

"What I want to tell you is the truth about the world of great controversy!" 

Su Lang smiled, "What do you think of Jingyunzi?" 

"Jing Yunzi?" 

"He is strong, but he is very conservative." 

"Tui'er thinks he is a very stable person, but he is more stable, and he is almost a thoroughgoing 

person." 

"Of course, this makes me feel a little strange. He may have another plot, but I don't see the clue." 

"The thing he did the most was to get people around to join the league, and to report to the group in a 

world of great controversy." 

"But he is very casual, and others will not persuade him if they don't want to join him." 

"..." 

Fang said little by little. Obviously, he also had some suspicions about Jing Yunzi, but there were not 

many suspicions, very few. 



"Hahahaha." 

"It seems that the image that Jing Yunzi has established in your hearts is very successful." 

Su Lang laughed and sighed, "Actually, Jing Yunzi is one of the people behind the world of war!" 

This statement came out. 

Fang Gan suddenly shrank his pupils, opened his mouth, and asked, "He turned out to be one of the 

behind-the-scenes prosperous worlds!? 

However, he is just a martial artist of the Nine Universes' advanced level! " 

He really couldn't believe that someone like Jing Yunzi would be one of the driving forces behind the 

great controversy! 

Chapter 2886: The third camp is to teach me 

"Jing Yunzi this person." 

"On the surface, it looks like just a high-level warrior of the Nine Universes." 

"But when you really want to fight, it's definitely not the case, at least it's the top level of the Nine 

Universes!" 

"The most important thing is that he is just a clone, or a pawn!" 

"Not only him, but also Xuanyu Alliance, Zangzhen Sect, and even Master Yujing, it's all like this!" 

"They are in a group, they belong to the same person's clones, chess pieces!" 

Su Lang said this faintly secret, every time he said a word, Fang Gan's expression changed. 

When Su Lang finished speaking. 

Fang Qian's face was already full of disbelief, his pupils shrunk, and his divine light was sharply 

restrained! 

"There is such a secret!" 

"Zhenzhenmen, Xuanyu Alliance, Jingyun Alliance, and the prestigious Master Yujing are all clones of the 

same person!" 

"This is terrible, what kind of chess that existence is playing, needs to be done to this extent!" 

Even after Fang Gan took the calming pill, he couldn't help but exclaim in disbelief. 

If he hadn't taken the pill given by Su Lang, he would have been shocked! 

"That existence is to use the entire Lingxu Fragmented Domain as a chessboard." 

"All the warriors who participated in the world of great controversy and competed for the page of 

eternal life are the objects of use." 
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"The purpose is also very simple, it is to be detached, to obtain the legendary blank page of immortality, 

so as to perfect detachment!" 

"At least, the information currently obtained by the teacher is like this. I don't know if there is a deeper 

plan in it." 

"Telling you this is to let you understand your situation and make your own choices." 

After Su Lang finished speaking, he looked at Fang Gan quietly. 

"select......" 

"According to Master said, the entire Lingxu Broken Domain is that one's chessboard, which is a trap 

against us." 

"If the kid is alone, even the top level of the Nine Universes' combat power, I am afraid it will be 

extremely difficult for him to be alone." 

"Then, Master wants to say, should I join the three ancient forces?" 

Fang Gan suppressed the horrified emotion, thinking calmly, he almost thought that Su Lang was the 

boss of the three ancient forces. 

"No, no, no." 

Su Lang slowly shook his head, "In the endless universe now, there are not only two camps, but three 

camps." 

"Tripartite camp?" 

Fang Gan asked with a look of astonishment, "But where is there a third-party camp?" 

"The third party camp, that's your teacher respecting me!" 

A smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, "Why, is it unexpected?" 

"Ah this!" 

"Master is a third-party camp!!" 

"It is indeed a bit unexpected, but if you think about it carefully, it is very reasonable!" 

Fang Gan was surprised, and immediately transformed into a stunned expression, "With the master's 

ability, he must not be weaker than Jing Yunzi's deity, and he can definitely be one of the three camps." 

"Hahaha!" 

Su Lang laughed, "Exactly!" 

As for Fang Gan's brain supplement, Su Lang did not expose it. 

He is in need of such an identity to cover up the miraculousness that the system brings. 

"Master is one of the three camps, and the disciples naturally follow in Master's footsteps and will never 

retreat!" 



Fang Gan held a fist against Su Lang, his expression extremely solemn. 

Although he knows that only a blank page of eternal life can be perfectly detached. 

He also wanted something in the legend. 

However, his combat power is good, but he can't compare with Su Lang's ‘old monster’, and there is no 

possibility of successfully capturing the blank page of immortality in the collision of the three major 

camps. 

and so. 

Fang Gan knew that he had to join one of the camps. 

Your goal should not be the blank page of eternal life, but the rest of the complete pages of eternal life. 

Although those pages of eternal life are not like blank pages of eternal life that can make people perfect 

and detached. 

But as long as you collect a large number of pages and get the pages of eternal life that suit you, you still 

have a chance to detach yourself. 

And now. 

The boss of one of the three camps is his master, he actually doesn't need to make a choice at all. 

Therefore, he expressed his position so quickly and happily. 

Chapter 2887: The way to be a teacher, the harder way 

"Don't worry about it." 

"Let me tell you about my plans and goals first." 

Su Lang smiled slightly and pressed Fang Gan to sit down with a force of strength. 

"Yes! Master!" 

Fang Gan nodded seriously. 

He really needs to understand what Su Lang wants. 

What will I do in a world of great controversy? Is it biased towards preserving the endless universe, or 

desperately competing for the page of eternal life... 

just. 

When Su Lang spoke, he was stunned. 

"The goal of being a teacher is not to rely on the page of eternal life to complete detachment!" 

"Because, according to the information I have now, to use the pages of eternal life to complete 

detachment, one must abandon the immortal body." 

"Then, get eternal life just by the eternal existence of will." 
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Su Lang said indifferently, "But I don't want to be like this for my teacher, I want real eternal life for my 

teacher!" 

"No... do not rely on the page of immortality to detach!?" 

"But, Master, do we have other ways to escape!?" 

Fang Gan first opened his eyes in amazement, and then asked in surprise. 

If there are other ways of detachment beyond the pages of immortality, then there will be a second way 

for him to go. This is a great thing! 

just. 

Su Lang's next words made his mental activities like riding a roller coaster up and down. 

"Except for the page of eternal life." 

"Of course there is a second way to detachment!" 

Su Lang looked serious, and immediately revealed a complex expression, "It's just that, for ordinary 

people, this road is more difficult than detaching with the help of the page of immortality!!" 

"what!?" 

"It's harder than using the page of immortality!?" 

"Yes, surpassing with the page of eternal life requires abandoning the eternal body, but the second way 

does not require abandoning, and the difficulty is naturally higher!" 

Fang Gan sighed in his heart, and his expectations for the second path plummeted. 

It is not even possible for him to detach with the help of the page of immortality, not to mention the 

harder way. 

"Only a super power like Master... dare to go the second way!" 

Fang Gan took a deep breath and asked, "It's just that, Master, what is this second way, and how should 

I go?" 

"It's very simple." 

"Make yourself strong enough!" 

"As long as you have power far beyond the eternal realm, you have the hope to prove the Tao with force 

and complete true detachment!" 

Su Lang smiled and said, "I am going to go this way as a teacher!" 

"Master's ambition will surely be fulfilled!" 

Fang Qianchang looked at him, his eyes filled with awe and admiration. 

In the endless universe? I don't know how many eternal arrogances have been produced for countless 

years, but everyone has pinned their hope of detachment on the page of eternal life. 



It was the first time that he saw a strong man like Su Lang who had to rely on his own strength to 

achieve detachment. 

"Hahaha." 

"True detachment, I must do it!" 

"But for the blank pages of immortality, I also have some research interests." 

Su Lang smiled happily, "Of course, if I can get it, I will just study it, and give it to you if you want it." 

Hear this. 

Fang Gan immediately shook his whole body and looked at Su Lang in surprise, "Master, what you said is 

true!?" 

He originally only wanted to get an ordinary and complete page of immortality, pick the one that suits 

him, and try to detach himself. 

But now, Su Lang actually promised to give it to him when he got the blank page of immortality! 

For the other side, it was a great surprise! 

He doesn't have the terrifying goal of Su Lang, and being able to achieve detachment with the help of 

the Page of Eternal Life is his greatest pursuit in this life. 

"Naturally it is true!" 

Su Lang nodded solemnly, "Furthermore, when the time comes to be a teacher with a complete will and 

eternal body detached, maybe he can directly take you out of the endless universe." 

"hiss!!" 

"It's true!" 

"After the master proves the Tao with strength, there is no need to abandon the eternal body!" 

"Disciple, I can take advantage of Master's life universe and escape from the endless universe!" 

"Even if this is not detachment, you will be able to build a house at that time and look at the road to 

detachment. Then it will be easier to complete detachment." 

"Take ten thousand steps, no more, there are still blank pages of eternal life available!" 

"..." 

Fang Gan murmured in surprise, he was intoxicated by the bright future! 

Chapter 2888: Earning blood is all earning blood 

"Ahem." 

"Don't think so much for now." 

"Now, I will tell you about my plan." 
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"This time the world of great controversy has come, it is obvious that the two camps are fighting each 

other." 

"The three ancient forces of Saint Demon Cult, Ming Secret Universe and Jielong Universe, want to 

preserve the endless universe and preserve their dominance." 

"The strong man behind Jing Yunzi, Xuanyu Leader and others wants to get a blank page of eternal life." 

"but me......" 

Su Lang raised his right hand and slowly squeezed his fist, "I want it all!!" 

"I want it all!?" 

Fang Gan was shocked and asked, "I want to preserve the endless universe and get a blank page of 

eternal life!?" 

"Not bad." 

"As a teacher, I am confident that I can prove the Tao with strength." 

"But I am worried that this time of great controversy will destroy the endless universe, so how can I 

cultivate and detach?" 

A smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, "As for the blank page of immortality, I told you 

before. Let me study it and send it to you." 

"But, Master." 

"As far as I know, the three ancient powers have always been dirty, so they can't really unite." 

"This time, their three ancient powers may not be able to preserve the endless universe!" 

"To compete for a blank page of immortality, you have to compete with the strong behind Jing Yunzi and 

others." 

Fang Gan seemed to take a bit of soreness, "This, this, is this a bit too difficult?" 

Even if he had already made up Su Lang's brain into a super old monster in his heart. 

But the big guys behind Jing Yunzi and others are also super old monsters, and the three ancient forces 

can also be called super old monsters. 

Master must achieve this goal unless he can thoroughly control the overall situation... 

Can this be possible? 

Fang Qian felt that it was almost impossible! 

at this time. 

"It's really difficult." 

"But it hasn't reached an insurmountable level." 



Su Lang smiled slightly, "Do you think being a teacher is a person who likes daydreaming?" 

"No!" 

Fang Gan's face was stunned, and he suddenly understood that Su Lang must have relied on if he dared 

to do this! 

He couldn't help but wonder, what kind of big support Su Lang has on earth to have the confidence to 

do such an incredible thing! 

"Well, isn't this right?!" 

"Let's talk about it today, you go back to practice first, of course you can also practice directly with me." 

Su Lang stood up and smiled faintly, "Next time, I will show you my magic weapon, and then create a 

handy weapon for you." 

Hear this. 

Fang Gan was shocked immediately. 

Although he has his own weapons, since Su Lang said so, he would definitely be able to build stronger 

weapons for him! 

To be able to say that you can take advantage of it, at least it must be the advanced level of Jiu Zhou! ? 

Thought of this. 

Fang Gan was so excited! 

The weapons he currently uses have also reached the beginning of the Nine Universes. 

If he can obtain the Nine Universe Eternal Emperor Soldiers at a high level, his combat power will 

undergo tremendous changes. 

"Yes, Master!" 

"The disciple will cultivate now, and he will never fail the teacher's teachings!" 

Fang Gan saluted Su Lang respectfully, his face full of joy. 

This time I came to discuss the Tao, it was really a **** profit! 

But he didn't know that Su Lang was also earning blood, and this time he made the first wave from 

him... 

"Well, let's practice." 

"There is a quiet room in that direction." 

Su Lang knew that Fang Gan meant to stay in the Qingfeng Enlightenment Bamboo Forest to practice, so 

he pointed to the bamboo forest next to him. 

"Yes!" 



Fang Gan bowed his head and stood solemnly, and said respectfully. 

Su Lang nodded slightly and withdrew the Nianfeng Space. 

Then, Le Zhengnan, who was eager to see through, saw Su Lang and Fang Gan. 

However, he saw that Su Lang's expression was indifferent, with a calm and unhurried aura, while Fang 

Gan bowed slightly, with a joy that could not be concealed. 

Suddenly. 

Le Zhengnan knew that Fang Gan was definitely rewarded this time! 

As a result, he was even more envious! 

at this time. 

Le Zhengnan found that Fang Gan looked over, with a trace of triumph in his eyes. 

Suddenly, he lowered his eyelids in a complicated mood, and the envy in his heart became even 

stronger. 

but. 

He was very excited when he thought that he could also ask Su Lang immediately. 

"Master." 

"The disciple is gone!" 

Fang Gan saluted Su Lang, and then carefully searched for the quiet room for cultivation. 

Su Lang's gaze also shifted to Le Zhengnan's body. 

Chapter 2889: Just a few words equals a complete exercise 

"Senior Su Lang!" 

Le Zhengnan folded his hands and smiled. 

"Friend Le Zhengnan, please sit down!" 

Su Lang pointed to the stone bench next to the table and sat down by himself. 

Sitting on the stone bench, Le Zhengnan said what he had already thought out: "Senior Su Lang, the 

juniors have encountered many problems in their practice, take the liberty to ask seniors for advice!" 

"Haha." 

"I still said that, I can't guarantee if I can give pointers." 

Su Lang smiled happily, "Maybe you pointed me?" 

"Senior can really laugh!" 
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Le Zhengnan said hurriedly, “The older generation’s profound knowledge, the younger generation can’t 

even expect you to do it! 

"Okay." 

"Come on, tell me, what's the problem with your practice?" 

Su Lang waved his hand to get to the point, "If you don't mind, you can show me the exercises you 

practiced. I can help you integrate them for free, just like helping Fang Gan." 

Any advice is incidental. 

The main reason is that Le Zhengnan's exercises are more attractive. 

Although Su Lang can use the secret secret volume to cooperate with Jing Hua Shuiyue to engage in a 

wave of Le Zhengnan. 

But there is no guarantee that he can take out all his exercises. 

Moreover, if you can ask for it openly, why not sneak in? 

at this time. 

Le Zhengnan hesitated with Su Lang's own suggestions. 

His exercises are not like Fang Gan's, only people with a special foundation can practice. 

If it leaks out, the risk will be much greater. 

"If you are unwilling to give a complete exercise, then only a few words of the exercise will do." 

Su Lang saw Le Zhengnan's hesitation and smiled, "Of course, then I can't guarantee that I can answer 

your question perfectly." 

"Sorry, senior!" 

"It's not that juniors don't trust you..." 

"The main reason was that when I was taught the exercises, I vowed not to leak it." 

Le Zhengnan smiled apologetically, "In this way, the younger generation will take out the difficult points 

of the exercises and the corresponding exercises fragments, and you can help the younger generation to 

answer them, seniors." 

He couldn't go all out to get answers from Su Lang like Fang Gan. 

Therefore, he was too embarrassed to ask for anything. 

"do not worry." 

Su Lang smiled harmlessly, "Even so, I will try my best to answer it for you." 

As long as you get just a few words, it's almost the same as getting a complete exercise! 

and. 



Su Lang is also very interested in Le Zhengnan, a powerful fighter. 

Although Le Zhengnan's personality is a bit indecisive, and his performance is not straightforward 

enough, if he can impress him and earn his subordinates, it is also very good! 

"Okay! Thank you senior!" 

Le Zhengnan immediately clasped his fists and bowed, feeling extremely happy. 

"Now talk about your problem!" 

Su Lang picked up the teapot before and poured a cup for himself. 

Le Zhengnan took a deep breath, and then began to talk about the difficulties in his practice. 

When Su Lang talked with Fang Gan, he finished the draft. 

So he speaks very smoothly and fluently, and also fast. 

Not long. 

Le Zhengnan talked about all the problems in his practice. 

He also showed the necessary exercise clips to Su Lang to watch. 

Soon, he began to wait. 

Su Lang's face was contemplative, and he seemed to be running his head frantically, thinking about 

answers to questions. 

In fact, he once again expanded the functions of repairing fragments, combining exercises, and 

practicing martial arts with one click, turning Le Zhengnan's exercises into his own use! 

Time passed slowly. 

Just as Su Lang explained Le Zhengnan's doubts, his clone was also discussing the Tao with a large 

number of warriors. 

In the extreme universe. 

A quiet practice room. 

"More and more people are looking for Su Lang to discuss the Tao!" 

"Even Fang Gan and Le Zhengnan went." 

"I never expected that the kid's accomplishments in all aspects would be so terrifying. The chess pieces I 

sent in the past were all admired and reluctant to leave!" 

Jing Yunzi frowned slightly, but soon stretched out. 

In his opinion. 

Although Su Lang exceeded his expectations, he did not reach the level that threatened him. 



instead. 

This discussion on the Dao can increase the combat power of the members of the alliance to a certain 

extent, and in the end it is all about making him Jing Yunzi's wedding dress! 

Chapter 2890: Jing Yunzi's reaction 

"Let's talk about it, whatever you want!" 

Jing Yunzi smiled in his heart, and immediately took out the jade card of transmission and looked at the 

messages from the Xuanyu Alliance, Cangzhen Sect and Master Yujing. 

‘A martial artist of the Nine Universes’ advanced level came from the Zangzhen Sect, but it came as a 

clone. The deity hid in the basic universe and promised to take action during the battle of the Great 

Contest. ’ 

‘In the Xuanyu Alliance, there are also three Nine Universe Eternal Powers who have joined, although 

they are only at the beginning and intermediate levels, but they are also very good! ’ 

‘Master Yu Jing has arrived at the Holy Demon Sect, and is thinking of ways to mobilize contacts and join 

the Holy Demon Sect. ’ 

‘...’ 

Jing Yunzi's gaze flicked over the messages, a smile appeared in his eyes, and the plan was officially 

launched, getting closer and closer! 

After reading the message, he began to deal with the affairs of his alliance. 

Not long. 

A new message appeared in his jade card of communication, and it was from a true confidant. 

'the host! The subordinates discovered that Senior Fang Gan and Senior Le Zhengnan had stayed at Su 

Lang's side until now, and they had not yet come out! ’ 

‘Besides, the rest of the eternal warriors, most of them stubbornly stayed on Su Lang’s side! ’ 

Seeing this message, Jing Yunzi couldn't help frowning again. 

"what happened?" 

"Is Su Lang so good?" 

"After so long, those people are still reluctant to leave?" 

Jing Yunzi kept thinking in his heart, and immediately picked up the jade plate for communication and 

contacted a subordinate who had gone to discuss the Taoist to ask about the situation. 

Because he didn't pay much attention to Su Lang's convening people to discuss the truth, so he didn't 

specifically ask his subordinates to inquire about it. 

Just treat those subordinates as normal past talks. 
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Therefore, those subordinates are not considered to have tasks, and they have not reported anything, 

causing Jing Yunzi to take the initiative to ask. 

After questioning several subordinates, Jing Yunzi waited. 

Shortly after. 

Messages appeared in his jade card of communication. 

‘Lord! ’ 

‘The subordinates are discussing the Tao with Senior Su Lang. Senior is really knowledgeable and 

amazing! ’ 

"The subordinates have gained a lot from Senior Su Lang, and I feel that I can go further! ’ 

‘...’ 

Seeing these messages, Jing Yunzi gave a cold smile and said, "Very well, you guys continue!" 

He was already a little bit minded, but he still didn't intend to stop it. 

Although Su Lang was a little bit beyond his expectation. 

But he still didn't think that Su Lang could escape the overall situation he had set! 

In addition, if you stop at this time, you will surely break your skin with Su Lang! This is not what he 

wants. 

What he wants is more and stronger powerhouses! 

"In the face of absolute strength, everything is floating clouds!" 

"Su Lang, no matter whether you are a real philosopher or to gather people's hearts, you can toss about 

it!" 

Jing Yunzi squinted his eyes and put down the jade card in his hand, and decided to put this Dao 

discussion aside. 

Time passed slowly. 

Qingfeng enlightened Dao among the bamboo forest. 

"Thank you, Senior Su Lang, for helping the younger generation!" 

"Senior in the future but have needs, just ask the younger ones to speak!" 

Le Zhengnan stood opposite Su Lang and bowed to Su Lang across the table. He returned home with a 

load this time, and the smile on his face could not be suppressed at all! 

"Great!" 

"If so, I won't be polite to you." 

"From now on, if you have problems with your practice, you can come to me at any time." 



Su Lang stood up and nodded slightly, "Now you wait for a while, I will say something to Fang Gan." 

"Great!" 

Le Zhengnan nodded immediately, then watched Su Lang walk into the depths of the bamboo forest. 

Immediately afterwards. 

He immediately began to recall every word that Su Lang explained for himself, and he wished to burn it 

in his soul, lest he forget it! 

"My God, Senior Su Lang is so talented, this difficulty can be solved like this!" 

"Hahaha, this place has troubled me for 15 billion years, and now I am finally enlightened!" 

"It's great, great! This time I really thank Senior Su Lang!" 

"..." 

Le Zhengnan's heart was filled with various thoughts, and he could hardly be overjoyed by himself. 

For Su Lang. 

He is sincerely admired and admired. 

But he still had some psychological baggage, so that he didn't make up his mind like Fang Gan, and 

worship Su Lang as his teacher. 

 


